COMMUNITY UPDATE
Month: September 2020

Celebrating the month of environmental action in September, KP3I collaborated with several world marine organizations and environment experts held two activities themed on the sea and waste pollution, which was Online Discussions on marine affairs and a Photo Competition on Waste Pollution.

The benefit purpose of these activities was in hopes that during this pandemic the society will refocus on maintaining environmental hygiene and reducing waste pollution. It’s also intended that the community of ocean activists can get valid information and knowledge from marine conservation experts about the effects of Covid-19 to the marine environment since its outspread.

The Online Discussion activity was collaborated with Seakeepers Organization from Singapore and Ocean Blue Project Organization from America, with discussion theme Let’s Go Back To The Sea which was held on 19 September 2020

Whereas the Waste Pollution Photo Competition was collaborated by Trash Hero and 4LessWaste and held during the month of September 2020.

These activities received a good response from the community and attended by domestic and foreign participants. In accordance with the vision and mission of the organization, KP3I always wants to continue to provide good benefits to the members of the community and the society at large on activities that prioritize environmental concerns which can build collaborative attitudes, knowledge and management of waste towards the environment which is part of our small effort in saving our earth.

Our high appreciation goes to the partners who work together on this environmental action activities.
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